Response of: Entergy New Orleans, Inc.
to the Second Set of Data Requests
of Requesting Party: Alliance for Affordable Energy

Question No.: AAE 2-8 Part No.: Addendum:

Question:

Please provide maps of the City of New Orleans and indicate the location and type of vegetation management that occurred in the following years:

a. 2015;

b. 2014;

c. 2013;

d. 2012; and

e. 2011.

Response:

a-e. Please see the attached. The attached maps show the distribution circuits addressed by the annual cycle trimming maintenance plan, in blue, for each of the years requested.


See attached summary of Corrective Maintenance (CM) which provides specific location and details of non-Scheduled work for ENO.
Question No.: AAE 2-8

(ENO Vegetation Request 2011-2015 Corrective Maintenance_10-3-16.xlsx).

See attached maps for ENO Transmission Lines


2. Entergy LA Grid Map showing ENO Transmission Lines with Line Numbers (ENO Grid Map and Line Numbers_October 2016.JPG).

The above includes a high volume of detailed information in the Preventive Maintenance (PM) Summary and Corrective Maintenance (CM) Summary attachments. This is not feasible to map each Vegetation function or type of work completed. In order to respond accordingly, we provided the detailed summary information in the PM and CM Excel reports along with the area Maps to be referenced together. This still provides specific locations of ENO Vegetation PM and ENO Vegetation CM work performed during 2011-2015.